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TEEN PRESS is a movement connecting students, educators, and local communities, helping them discover and
share their own stories. Born out of the bond between humans and storytelling, Teen Press is devoted to helping
teenage students discover and sustain excitement about who they are and why they exist. Emboldened by camera
& microphone, students use video journalism - and live! – person to person relationships to uncover stories all
around them. Through that process, students discover the everlasting power and importance of their own story.

“Teen Press is a weapon of mass construction.”
— adapted from filmmaker Louis Psihoyos
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LESSON SUMMARIES

Goals

In Class:

Homework

Preview

Using documentary film as inspiration, students
will imagine themselves as journalists.

WATCH TEEN PRESS

Write short autobiographies.

Day 1

To experience the importance of introductions.

LISTENING WITH EARS, EYES — AND HEART:
Round-robin interview introductions

Compose questions for John.

WAIT! WAIT! PLEASE TELL ME:
Round-robin introductions, questions &
follow-up game

Interview research

THAT’S A GOOD QUESTION!:
Composing and refining questions for upcoming
interview/visits

Question practice and refinement

POWER OF STORIES/ALL ACCESS JOHN ONSITE

Day 2

To experience live interviews and
the importance of listening.
POWER OF STORIES/ALL ACCESS JOHN ONSITE

Day 3

To practice live interviews and listening.
ALL ACCESS JOHN ONSITE

Day 4

Dress Rehearsal(s) for the real interview!
ALL ACCESS JOHN ONSITE

Day 5

Making it real.

SWALLOWING CATERPILLARS:
Rehearsing the Interviews/Visits

Hair, Wardrobe & Make-up . . .
Heart, Courage & Brain

. . . THE INTERVIEWS/VISITS . . .

Publication & Thank Yous

ALL ACCESS JOHN ONSITE

Educators Kit $79.95
(screening license, downloadable film, 5-day curriculum & bonus electronic, link-rich version of The Teen Press Cookbook)
These lesson plans are easily-customizable starting points. Let’s design what meets your needs and dreams in our pre-workshop conversations.
All scenarios include ongoing cloud collaboration with John and other Teen Press teams worldwide.
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power of stories (2 days)
Are you a Humanities or STEAM educator searching for a complete mini unit to
help kids build connection and self-confidence? Could you use a visiting voice to
further inspire wonder and purpose in your classroom — especially during one of
those doldroms?

includes:
• Flexibility to choose 2-5 day self-contained lesson modules
• John on-site for 2 days1
• Pre-planning and post visit follow-ups support ongoing impact

all access (5 days)
Would you like your students to access the powerful, personal stories happening
in your community every day? Is there an event screaming for your kids
attention? Are there some local heroes or notable visitors who could use the
spotlight only your kids can shine?
The Teen Press All Access mentorship provides inspiration and tools for classes
to step out of their comfort zone to schedule, conduct, and share their first
interview(s)!

includes:

TEEN PRESS

mentorships

• Train class in Teen Press process from how to say hello to how to publish
• John on-site for entire week1
• Pre-planning and post visit follow-ups support ongoing impact
• Flexible programming to embrace your subject . . . your stories . . . your schedule
1

Put John to work! Multiple classroom sessions per day, school assemblies, professional
development, community meetings, etc. Spreading John’s visits around expands funding resources.

The film, and more
forcefully, John’s mentorship
at our school was truly
transformative for my
students and the way I’m
teaching.
Mike Costello
Cotter Middle & High School
Winona, Minnesota

inspiration & empowerment
All Teen Press classroom programs are enriched with the award-winning
documentary short about Teen Press, and the Teen Press Cookbook.

teen press, the documentary (32 min)
“I want to make a film about you guys because I think all kids and teachers
should have the opportunity you have, and I think I can make a film that
would inspire them to want to try.”
TC Johnstone, Producer/Director
Teen Press, the film, not only helps kids imagine the possibilities of
journalism, but more importantly challenges them in a powerful way about
what the true purpose of journalism might be!

the teen press cookbook

TEEN PRESS

Tools

Our curriculum is composed in an easily accessible cookbook style. It is a
balance of story and process, telling and showing, inspiration and how-to.
The digital version is full of hours and hours of demonstrations from the
Teen Press archives. Each recipe/lesson is layered with virtually live Teen
Press kids leading the way by example.
WARNING: The Teen Press Cookbook is full of delicious and demanding possibilities for students — and teachers!

When I was first informed of the Teen Press program, I thought “Cool. These
kids must be really blessed to have an experience like this. Well, time to go
home.” And that’s what I did. I never realized that this would be something that
would change my life forever.
Anne — Cotter Teen Press, Winona, Minnesota

Children’s Dream Awards
Homeless Census Santa Barbara
Interbike Convention
International Day of Peace Awards
ISEEN (Experiential Education Network) Annual Conference
MacWorld Convention
Mountain Film Telluride
North American Bike Summit in Seattle, Washington
President Obama’s 2009 Inauguration
President Trump’s 2017 Inauguration
Santa Barbara International Film Festival

TEEN PRESS

ADVENTURES

TEDx American Riviera
UCSB Arts & Lectures

...and many more!

TEEN PRESS

THE

STORY

Teen Press has become one of the most highly sought after classes at
Santa Barbara Middle School. It was conceived by two teachers, John
Seigel Boettner and David Teton-Landis, whose intentions were to build
something that reached far beyond journalism. They wanted to teach
students confidence, teamwork, and most of all, to open their eyes to a
much bigger world.
Teen Press has inspired a short documentary film and grown into a nationwide program for educators who desire to create Teen Press teams in their
own communities. The fresh, innovative, and interactive e-book curriculum

works hand-in-hand with the film to help educators launch their own Teen
Press programs. John travels the country for workshops to provide handson, heads-on, and hearts-on experiences for both educators and their
students.
Curious to learn more? Don’t hesitate to reach out! We would love to help
educators try Teen Press in their schools and communities.

Please contact: john@teenpress.org

JOHN

SEIGEL BOETTNER
CEO

John Seigel Boettner, Teen Press CEO (Chief Enchantment Officer) has
yet to grow up. Being around kids for as long as he can remember,
John’s calling has allowed him to bind work to play. Son, husband,
and dad . . . teacher, student, and friend . . . John is a humble, wandwaving member of the good fairies — those charged with keeping alive
the sparkle of wonder in children young and old . . . of noticing the
extraordinary in the everyday . . . of holding hands and genuflecting at
the little altars around every corner.
For over forty years, John has been rediscovering joy, mystery, and
excitement in classrooms of all kinds and all over he world. John is the
author of Hey Mom, Can I Ride My Bike Across America? the story of
the crowning good and humanhood five kids discovered on their four
month ride from sea to shining sea.
In his first official year in the classroom, John received the California
PTA’s Golden Oak Service Award. Most recently, he was honored as
ADL’s Torch of Liberty Educator of the Year Award and My Hero’s Media
Educator of the Year Award.

John has been a guest author and speaker at scores of schools and
communities all over North America, and has facilitated teacher
trainings and framework workshops as a fellow in the California State
Writing Project. He spoke alongside Ken Burns and other notables from
Thomas Jefferson’s West Porch upon the celebration of the Lewis &
Clark BiCentennial, and his TEDx talk has been shared by thousands.
John is handing over the keys to his classroom fairydom, in hopes that
he can sprinkle wonder to more kids by circling up with new teachers.
Sharing stories of all the places he has been able to go with children, he
hopes his map might inspire new wizards of awes to hold their wands
high and sail to horizons where legends are waiting to be born.
John and his wife Lynn have two sons, Isaac and Jacob — two
filmmakers who use their gifts to shine light on the stories of people all
over the world. John and Lynn gratefully share their wild and precious
lives in the multi-colored house with all the sea glass. On a quiet
morning, you can hear the waves and smell the Pacific from their front
porch.

MENTORSHIP
TEEN PRESS

DETAILS

Power of Stories

All Access

Days On-Site

2

5

Pre- Workshop Consultation

Y

Y

Teen Press Film Screening License

Y

Y

Teen Press Cookbook License

Y

Y

School-wide Assemblies

Y

Y

In-Classroom Discussions

Y

Y

Cookbook Activities Sampler

Y

Y

Activity

Cookbook Activities Full Course

Y

Individualized Sessions for Teachers & Students

Y

Support at First Event/Interviews

Y

Y

Post-production & Publishing Support

Y

Post-Workshop Ongoing Support

Y

Price
Price

$20001

$50001

Transportation and per diem is an additional expense. Depending on your distance from Santa Barbara, and the Workshop option you choose, per diem
expenses typically range between $500 & $2,000. John can stay at a teacher’s or family’s house to help defray expenses.
1

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE!

TEEN PRESS
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